
MOTIVATION FOR THE CHARLES BUCK MEMORIAL AWARD 

THE THREE VAN RENENS 

The three “van Renens” (Merle with the twins Owen and Joyce) in the late 50’s and early 60’s were 

swimming legends in Natal with all three representing the then Natal Amateur Swimming Association at 

Currie Cup, the equivalent of the current senior national swimming championships. At the time, Charles 

Buck himself was one of the key officials in the administration of swimming in Natal. 

It is to SAMS’ considerable benefit that all three are still very much involved in swimming through 

Masters, not only competing but, more importantly, in the administration of Masters swimming. 

Although all three, through the enormous effort and unique contributions that they each bring to the 

Masters movement, justify being a recipient of the award on an individual basis, I believe it would be a 

wonderful gesture by SAMS to collectively recognise their contributions. 

Merle Angelos has become a central figure in the administration of not only her club but also KZN 

Masters. Over the years, Merle has been chairperson of East Coast MSC and President of KZN Masters. 

Merle is the current president of the KZN Masters. Merle has been chairperson of the organizing 

committee for two nationals including the current Nationals. The effort and enthusiasm that Merle 

contributes to Masters swimming knows no bounds. 

Owen van Renen is one of SA Masters most outgoing and vibrant individuals and this despite being 

impaired by serious arthritis and other physical impairments. Owens’s newsletters that he has provided 

on behalf of SAMS are truly outstanding and reflect his enthusiastic approach to Masters. Owen has 

volunteered to continue with SAMS’ newsletters when the new SAMS’ committee takes over and this 

offer has been gladly accepted by the new committee. Owen, with his unmitigated cheerfulness in spite 

of personal hardship, is an inspiration to all of us and I believe richly deserves recognition through 

receiving this award. 

Joyce Fyfe has been secretary of SAMS for the past 3 years and for more than 15 years the secretary and 

driving influence of the Coelacanths club. Through Joyce’s dedicated approach and outgoing friendly 

personality, the club has grown by leaps and bounds and today is one of the most successful Masters 

Swimming clubs in the country.  Joyce goes out of her way to make sure all are welcome and happy in 

Masters swimming.   No swimmer dare set foot on the pool deck without being approached by Joyce to 

be informed of the benefits of Masters and to become part of the Masters swimming fraternity. Apart 

from the Coelacanth club, Joyce makes her mark within Tshwane Masters, and I’m convinced that without 

the influence of one Joyce Fyfe, Masters in the Tshwane region would not be what it is today.  

It would be greatly appreciated if the SAMS Committee could consider the awarding of this prestigious 

Trophy to these three members combined, for their endless and often thankless efforts and input for the 

betterment of Masters Swimming in South Africa. 
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